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Everything is MEL
One of the most conspicuous features of Maya is its command line in the bottom of the screen. This is a space 
for users to give Maya commands in its native scripting language, MEL (Maya Embedded Language)1. But it’s 
not necessary to use the command line. Every time you do an action, a command is issued. If you open the 
Script Editor, you can see each command as it is performed. Everything action you take in Maya is really a 
command to MEL. The command line makes it possible to do this explicitly.

Open the script editor next time you work and look at the lines of code that appear. Each line of code 
corresponds to a button, key, or action that is performed in Maya. This code is MEL. MEL is the core of Maya's 
user interaction – everything you can do in the user interface calls a MEL command or procedure. Everything 
that you see in Maya's user interface is created with MEL – the windows, the panels, the buttons and shelf 
icons – everything. It's possible to work in Maya without understanding MEL, but MEL is the key to taking 
control of Maya. In any case, if you're going to use a computer to do your work, it's essential to learn to speak 
to it in its own language. Otherwise, you're letting the computer make the decisions and control what you do.

Here’s what it looks like when Maya echoes the MEL commands you send to it:
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Getting Your Feet Wet
Because the script editor echoes every MEL command that is performed as you work, it's sometimes possible 
to simply copy the lines of code in the script editor and save them for re-use. Even if you don't understand any 
of the lines of code you've copied, the code might still work as a macro that can be saved to a shelf item. This 
one of the most popular features of MEL, and remains one of its greatest strengths.
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Unfortunately, this only works for simple operations, because it relies on the context that the commands were 
recorded with. Sometimes, the macro will function unexpectedly, produce errors, or simply fail. Even worse, 
the results of a broken macro can sometimes be impossible to undo, causing the artist to lose work.
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Even still, the script editor is the first and most useful tool for the technical artist. It reveals the inner-workings 
of Maya, so it's essential for investigating the solution to problems. Even if copying and pasting the lines of 
code doesn't work, the lines of code found in the script editor are an excellent starting point for producing 
functional code.

Maya doesn’t show everything it does by default; some commands are only there for UI function and have no 
relevance to the scene. Others are wrapped inside MEL procedures and aren’t shown because they are called 

1 There’s another software language called MEL, the MULE expression language. This is not the same language, nor is it in 
any way related. Sometimes you’ll accidentally find MULE when you’re looking for Maya help- make sure you know the 
difference!
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indirectly. Some of them are just too annoying to show every time. So, in order to see everything, enable Echo 
All Commands. 

It’s important to remember— using Echo All Commands will slow Maya down, because it has to print 
everything it does to the console as it does it. When you’re done with Echo All Commands, turn it off. It might 
also help to clear the history in the script editor:

Here’s a video demonstrating Echo All Commands:
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In order to go further with MEL, it will be necessary to understand how it works and what each line of code is 
asking Maya to do. MEL can be an extremely confusing language, whether or not you have a programming 
background. In fact, many of my difficulties with MEL stem from the expectations my previous experience gave 
me.2

I’m not going to attempt to bring the reader of this article up to speed on the most basic programming 
concepts. You should be familiar with the concept of variables, functions, and types. It’s easy to find 

2 I’d been using Blender’s Python API to enhance my workflow for more than a year when I started trying to learn MEL, 
and I expected it to be organized and object-oriented, too. I was disappointed when I realized that I didn’t have access to 
most of the Python features I was accustomed to. What’s most ironic about this is, Maya is written in C++ (object 
oriented), whereas Blender is a C program (procedural), but MEL is a procedural language and Blender’s Python API is 
object-oriented!
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information on these topics. I recommend Learn Python the Hard Way   by   Zed A. Shaw   as an introductory 
programming course. The first 52 chapters are available for free, and, despite its name, is the easiest way to 
learn to code. While it won’t introduce you to MEL, it will help you transition from MEL to Python in the future.

MEL will confuse you:
If you’re familiar with C-like languages, you’ll have trouble with MEL. It’s often described as C-like, and it is 
deceptively similar at times; the similarities however are mostly superficial. MEL actually borrows most of its 
syntax from the UNIX Shell language (particularly GNU Bash, an extremely popular implementation of the UNIX
Shell). A shell is a program that interacts directly with the operating system using a simple command language. 
It’s a way of having several programs, each with different behaviors and specifications, to interact and 
communicate with each other. Shell scripts are the glue that holds a computer pipeline together, by 
automating tasks that are too time-consuming, tedious, or difficult for humans to do. For example, a shell script
may ask for the 7Zip program to open an archive full of images, and then use G’MicQT to process the images, 
and finally use FFMPEG to create a video from the images in the archive. Many applications have features that 
are accessible only via commands line.

Maya’s development was the result of a merger between several software corporations, and consequentially, 
their software (more on that later). Because Maya was essentially a Frankenstein’s monster stitched together 
from many different applications, it seems only natural that the creators of MEL would borrow the syntax of 
the shell scripts they had been using when all the programs were separate. Maya’s features could be thought 
of as “mini-programs” within the larger structure, rather than functions with simple argument/return values. 
These mini-programs gave rise to the concept of commands, which can take many arguments and return many 
values. They aren’t limited to one type of data or another and can even process multiple types of data at once. 
In practice, this means that most of what MEL does is hidden from the user in the form of side effects. It can be
difficult to write MEL code that runs without errors, because of the dynamic nature of its commands- so it’s 
important to understand the side effects that a command can produce.

If you have a background in programming, then you know that utilizing side effects is often considered bad 
practice, especially if it’s done flippantly. For this reason, it’s best to think of MEL not as a programming 
language in itself, but a method for connecting parts of Maya together. A scene in Maya consists of many 
nodes- transform nodes, shape nodes, joint nodes, deformer nodes, etc. There are dozens of types of nodes, 
and each one can produce dozens of unique outcomes. It is the flexibility of Maya’s node system that 
motivated its rapid increase in popularity. Often, the solution to a vexing problem is the unexpected result of 
connecting the attributes of two simple nodes. So, MEL should be thought of as a way of stitching Maya’s 
nodes together, to make Maya do the work.

A Bit of History
At the time of Maya's release, the leading 3D art softwares were ALIAS PowerAnimator, Wavefront The 
Advanced Visualizer (TAV), and Softimage for the IRIX system, 3D Studio MAX for Windows, and Cinema4D and 
Lightwave for the Amiga computer. Maya was a part of the second generation of 3D software, along with 
Houdini, Zbrush, and Blender.

In those days, the SGI IRIX system was the most powerful computer available for graphics software. 3D 
pipleines consisted of multiple individual programs that worked together: for example, modeling would be in 
one program, and rendering would be in another (as in e.g. Lightwave). At this time, there were no universal 
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standards for interchange between software, and no well-established practices for the creation of 3D films 
(because the industry was so new). Each production introduced new challenges that had never been solved 
before. So technical directors had to develop their own formats and software to stitch the disparate parts of 
their pipelines together. This often took the form of shell scripts, which are scripts that interact directly with a 
computer's operating system to run and debug programs. During this time, several programming languages 
were developed that mimicked the syntax of shell scripts, conceptualizing the various parts of a program as 
separate multi-functional commands. Two popular examples of this are Perl and Tcl. Maya was created when 
Wavefront and Alias merged into one company, and combined their flagship softwares, TAV and 
PowerAnimator.



MEL Syntax
Expressions
There are only six data types in MEL: int, float, string, vector, matrix, and array. It’s very 
important to remember this- there is no concept of object, class, or struct in MEL. It’s not possible to create 
custom data types or functions belonging to a specific group of objects. MEL is a strictly imperative 
programming language. Everything is written in the form of an expression – that is, a set of keywords, 
commands, or variables that Maya can evaluate and assign a value to. A complete expression can always be 
interpreted as one of the fundamental data types. In order to tell Maya when one expression ends and another
begins, the semi-colon character is used ( “;” ). Expressions can be organized using command flow keywords 
and procedures.

Note that MEL does not have a boolean type- the strings “off” and “on” substitute for True and False. 
Additionally, any expression that evaluates to zero is False, and any expression that evaluates to any value 
other than zero is True.

Commands, and Flags
The most idiomatic feature of MEL is its system of commands and flags. Let’s look at the anatomy of a 
command:

rotate -r -p -5.462908 3.755408 -4.203245 -os -fo 0 -26.44374 0 pCube1;

Pretty confusing, huh? Let’s break it down.

Here, rotate is the command itself, and -r -p -5.462908 3.755408 -4.203245 -os -fo 0 -
26.44374 0 pCube1 is the command’s argument. Within the argument, -r -p -5.462908 
3.755408 -4.203245 -os -fo are the flags and in some cases, their associated arguments. 0 -26.44374
0 is an argument specific to the rotate command and pCube1 is the target object. The target of the 
command is usually optional; if it isn’t made explicit, Maya will implicitly use the most recent selection (this is 
why you rarely see the object’s names in the commands Maya echoes back at you. Maya simply uses the 
selection instead. This is also a common reason why macros sometimes fail in unexpected ways). So:

rotate -r -p -5.462908 3.755408 -4.203245 -os -fo 0 -26.44374 0

is equivalent to the example above if pCube1 is the most recent selection (it will be outlined in green in the 
viewport). Note that some commands need the target to be explicitly specified (selection won’t work), some 
will not accept a target at all.

MEL command arguments can be confusing, because it isn’t always clear if a number or string is an argument 
to a flag or to the command. The way to remember which is which is simple: the target object is always at the 
end, the arguments that correspond to the command itself comes just before that, and the flags come before 
that, immediately after the command. If a flag has arguments, its arguments follow immediately, before the 
next flag (take a look at the -p flag above). If a flag does not have arguments, then it is NOT a boolean3, but a 

3 Annoyingly, even though MEL has no boolean type, a flag can refer to boolean data in Maya’s C++ code. In fact, the parameters of a 
command can be any C++ type- Maya must interpret the type based on the MEL code that is passed in. For example, if the type of a 
parameter is nurbsCurve, then you must supply a string that refers to a nurbsCurve node or attribute.



toggle. Therefore, you can’t even add a “true” argument for readability’s sake; there can be no arguments, and 
the flag’s presence implicitly means that it is enabled.

Flags confused me at first, because I have a background in C++, in which every function has a list of specific 
arguments in a particular, pre-defined order. If you’re familiar with Python, you can think of flags as function 
keywords (they’re similar, but not identical). Flags are essentially the names of “parts” of the command that 
can be modified. They usually look cryptic, like the flags above. This is because flags sometimes have short 
names, which make code more compact at the cost of readability. They always have long names. For example, 
the example above can also be written as:

rotate -relative -pivot -5.462908 3.755408 -4.203245 -objectSpace -forceOrderXYZ 0 
-26.44374 0 pCube1;

So, for the rotate command, -r and -relative are equivalent. It is my opinion that short names should be 
avoided entirely, since the problem they solve (long lines of code) is much less severe than the problem they 
cause (difficult-to-read code). Indeed, because of the huge number of flags needed to run some commands, it 
is often impossible to make lines reasonably short in MEL. However, Maya uses short names internally, and 
they are common among MEL programmers in forums and the like. I sometimes choose to use short names 
merely for the sake of remaining consistent with these others. Of course, if what they’re doing is wrong (it is), 
then it’s foolish to follow them.

Another feature of flags is that they are optional- the rotate command will run without error like this:

rotate 0 -26.44374 0 pCube1;

Note that the behavior of the command is entirely different now!

Flags are used to modify commands, so the default behavior of the command will be used if a flag is not 
present (Always look up the default behavior of a command before omitting a flag). A command can have any 
number of flags, and each flag may have any number of arguments. Flags do not share meanings among 
various commands: -r can mean -relative, -replace, -rotation, etc. depending on the context. Don’t make 
assumptions, just get into the habit of keeping the documentation open whenever you work.

Finally, there are a few special flags that are common among commands- the -query, and -edit flags. 
Commands in Maya use the concept of modes for create, edit, and query. If a command does not have an -edit 
or -query flag, then it is in create mode. These mode flags not only modify the behavior of the command, but 
the other flags, too. Some flags are forbidden if the corresponding mode is not enabled; others may take on 
different meanings depending on the context. It’s very IMPORTANT to remember: when you use the query and 
edit flags, you aren’t querying or editing an existing instance of the command. It is not necessary to run a 
command in create mode before using it in edit or query mode. MEL has no concept of objects. Commands are 
ONLY a fancy way of exposing functions to the user. What you’re doing is running the command with a special 
set of rules. New line of code, new command. MEL is NOT object-oriented.

After the flags come the special arguments that a command may or may not have. To complicate matters 
further, the number of arguments a command may have isn’t always fixed. For example, the 
pointConstraint command can take any number of objects as targets for the constraint.:



pointConstraint pSphere1 pShere2 pCube1;

These first two arguments are the constraint’s targets. The last argument is the target of the command- the 
object that is constrained (This follows the convention of Maya’s GUI, in which the final object in the selection 
is constrained to all of the objects that were selected prior). The pointConstraint command will just use 
the selection if it’s not given any arguments, flags notwithstanding. However, if even one argument is supplied, 
it will not use the selection and may throw an error. Make sure to read up on each command and understand 
its behavior, because each is a little different from the last.

Some commands don’t take special arguments at all- only flags. For example, the ls command takes no 
arguments, and will work by itself:

ls;

But it may also take flags:

ls -sl -et “joint” -ut;

So, the only pattern is this: the special arguments, if any, must come after any flags, and the target of the 
command (if any) must come last.

Finally, commands may return data if they are enclosed in backticks (“`”- the key to the left of “1” and above 
“tab”):

string $selObs[] = `ls -sl`;

This tells Maya to take the expression inside the backticks and evaluate it. The expression ls -sl returns a 
list of all selected nodes, and this value is assigned to the variable $selObs which must be an array, because 
there may be more than one item selected. There is also a function syntax for commands that always returns a 
value, but I’ve never actually seen it used. The documentation for this feature is sparse, and I don’t understand 
it well myself. It’s no matter, anyway, as it’s just syntactic sugar. It’s just an alternate way of writing the same 
thing, and since it’s non-standard, it’s probably bad practice anyway.

Sometimes, commands will only perform tasks. Sometimes, they won’t return data unless the -query flag is 
present, other times they will return data regardless. The return type of a command is not fixed and may 
depend on a flag or combination of flags. There’s really no pattern at all. The only advice I can give here is- be 
patient. This is one of the most vexing features of MEL- that the return values of commands can sometimes be 
unpredictable. Fortunately, static types mitigate this somewhat, because Maya throws an error whenever the 
types don’t match the expectation.

So, as you can see, the command/flag system is extremely dynamic and flexible, at the cost of being utterly, 
incomprehensibly esoteric. The key to puzzling through this nightmare web of inconsistencies is to forget any 
expectations you had about MEL when you began. Remember, MEL is the Frankenstein’s monster, stitched 
together from the remains of several different company’s production software, screwed in place with the 
features of several unrelated programming languages. If it looks like it isn’t following any conventions, it 
probably isn’t. It was designed in the late 90’s, and because it’s so deeply wedded to Maya’s core, it hasn’t 
changed much since then. Changing MEL would break Maya.



Variables
MEL is a statically-typed language- which means that variables must always refer to the same type of data. 
Because MEL will try to interpret anything between two space characters as either a MEL keyword or a string, 
variables are marked with the $ character. The $ must be present every time the variable is addressed, 
otherwise Maya will throw an error, or worse. Sometimes forgetting the $ will cause MEL to use the variable’s 
name to address a node or some other type of unintended data instead. This is easy to avoid by naming the 
variables intelligently, but it’s one of those pernicious bugs that doesn’t throw an error. This can be extremely 
hard to track down, so be careful to always use the $.

In this particularly stupid example, the variable $pCube1 is defined as the string “pSphere1”. When it is run 
with the $ in place, the sphere moves a little bit, as is intended. However, if you forget the $, Maya will move 
the object named “pCube1” instead of evaluating the variable $pCube1 which is actually “pShere1”.

String $pCube1 = “pSphere1”;
move -r -os -wd 0 2.932733 0 pCube1;
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Let’s look at each type in greater depth:

int and float are the standard numerical data types; int refers to an integer number, and float refers to
a floating-point number (having a fractional or decimal component). All the standard math functions work on 
these two types; multiplication *, division /, subtraction -, and addition +. The incrementation and 
decrementation functions, ++ and --, work as they do in C-like languages. Short-form assignment operators +=, -
=, *=, and /= are all available. Some math functions are commands, such as pow. Sometimes, Maya will 
automatically convert an int to a float or a float to a vector (this is called type promotion). I won’t 
attempt to explain this in detail, since it’s easy to look up, but it’s good to know in case it causes problems 
somewhere in your script.

In order to declare an int or float variable:

// variable type declarations can be explicit, or implied:
int $explicitInt = 1; // this is the best way to do this                   
$impliedInt = 4; // this will work, but should be avoided                  
float $explicitFloat = 3.6; // Explicit declaration is more                
$impliedFloat = 4 + 0.5;    //  readable and will help catch errors.       
// variable type can be queried using the whatIs command: 
print `whatIs “$explicitInt”`; // you should add comments like this        
print `whatIs “$impliedInt”`;  //  to your own code!                       
Print `whatIs “$explicitFloat”`;                          
print `whatIs “$impliedFloat”`;                           

The vector data type is a simple combination of three floats. It exists mostly for convenience. MEL’s vector 
data type should not be confused with the vector object in C++. Similarly, the matrix is a set of floats, 
conceptualized as a two-dimensional array. Again, it exists mostly for convenience, as it is really a combination 
of the vector and array types.
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// declaring vector variables:
vector $declared;
vector $initialized = <<12, 5, 9.2>>; // use double-arrows to enclose the
                                     //  values

//direct accessors exist for convenience.
// In order to use them, they must be enclosed somehow
print ($initialized.y); //  like with quotation marks
$initialized = << $initialized.x, 4, $initialized.z >>; // or double-arrows
print ($initialized.y);
// declaring and initializing matrices:
matrix $declaredMat[2][2];
matrix $xFormMat[4][4] = <<3.5 , 4.1 , 2.23, 0   ;
                           0   , 6.7 , 4.1 , 0   ;
                           7.23, 6.06, 2.34, 0   ;
                           0   , 0   , 0   , 0    >>

MEL gives special importance to the string type, because it’s used to identify nodes and their properties. 
One peculiar feature of MEL’s strings is, unless the string can be interpreted as a MEL keyword, it doesn’t 
need to be enclosed in quotation marks. The space characters are implicitly interpreted as quotation marks. 
Because of this, a string that has white space must be enclosed in quotation marks, or else MEL will think it is 
has found a different string at every space. This follows the convention of Bash. Unlike Bash, however, it is not 
possible to use escapes without quotations. It is my opinion, however, that it is bad practice to omit quotation 
marks, because this will make code harder to read and understand at a glance. There are also special 
commands for comparing strings (match, gmatch, strcmp) that extend MEL’s string comparison 
features with Bash-like glob pattern matching. MEL does not allow you to address characters directly using 
stringName[index] syntax as you can in other languages. 

Here is an example of MEL’s treatment of strings:

// This is equivalent
createNode transform -n “Foo”;
// To this
createNode “transform” -n Foo;
// and this
createNode “transform” -n “Foo”;
// and this
createNode transform -n Foo;

// These are not equivalent:
createNode transform -n “Fluffy Cat”;

createNode transform -n Fluffy Cat;
// Error: line 12: Too many arguments.  Expected 0, found 1. // 



The array in MEL is another example of MEL’s idiosyncrasy. It’s not an object or class, as it is in Python or 
JavaScript, nor is it a pointer to sequential items, as it is in C or C++. Arrays do not have their own associated 
functions (pop, append, etc.) as they do in other languages. I’ve listed the array among the fundamental data
types because that is the best way to think of it (although it might not be strictly accurate). Arrays hold 
references to multiple data, and all the data they reference must be of the same type. Thus, arrays can be 
string arrays, int arrays, float arrays, or vector arrays, (but not matrix arrays). It’s not possible to 
make an array of arrays in MEL; all arrays are strictly one-dimensional. If you need a two-dimensional 
array, use a matrix. If you need more freedom with arrays… use Python.
On the following page is a code example for the array type.



int $zeroIndex[] = {0,1,2,3,4}; // array indices start with 0
string $cats[] = {“Calico”, “Pirate”, “Tabby”, “Feral”};
//Assigning values. Note that arrays in Maya are not fixed length.
Print $cats[1]; print “\n”; // Pirate.
$cats[1] = “Siamese”; // Cats can’t be pirates.
Print $cats[1]; print “\n”; // Siamese. That’s better.

$cats[4] = “Abyssinian”; 

//appending:
$cats[`size $cats` + 1] = “Bengal”;
print $cats[5]; print “\n”;

// careful; you can define an element in an array beyond the last item
//  if you do this, everything between the last item and the new item
//  will be uninitialized. This can cause problems.
Int $messedUp[] = {0,1,2,3,4};
$messedUp[9] = 9;
print $messedUp; // 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 9
// In this case, the initialized ints are made into 0.
// DON’T EVEN THINK ABOUT DOING THIS ON PURPOSE, 
//  even if you want an array of all zeros.
// Instead:
int $slice[9]; //This is better.

// Because Maya doesn’t give them to you, you might want to define some
//  procedures for making it easier to work with arrays.
// Here’s an example:

proc int pop(int $input[]) {
    int $returnMe = $input[`size $input` - 1];
    int $output[];
    for ($i = 0; $i < `size $input` - 1; $i++){
        $output[$i] = $input[$i];
    }
    $input = $output;
    return $returnMe;
}

int $example[] = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8};
print “The array before pop:\n”; print $example; print “\n”;
print “The size of the array is: “;
print `size $example`; print “\n”;
print “The last item in the array is: “;
print $example[`size $example` - 1]; print “\n”;
print “pop! This is the last item in the array: “;
print `pop($example)`; print “\n”;
print “The array after pop:\n”; print $example; print “\n”;
print “The size of the array is: “;
print `size $example`; print “\n”;
print “The last item in the array is: “;
print $example[`size $example` - 1]; print “\n”;



The output:

The array before pop:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The size of the array is: 9
The last item in the array is: 8
pop! This is the last item in the array: 8
The array after pop:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The size of the array is: 8
The last item in the array is: 7



The whatIs command is used to identify what type a variable is:

proc dummy(){
    ls;
}

string $myCat = “Shnookums”;
string $fooBar[] = {“foo”, “bar”};
// notice that the $ is in the quotes; this is important.
whatIs “$myCat”; // Result: string variable // 
whatIs “$fooBar"; // Result: string[] variable //
whatIs "whatIs"; // Result: Command //
whatIs "dummy"; // Result: Mel procedure entered interactively. //
whatIs "dotProduct"; // Result: Script found in: ~directory~ // 
whatIs "pCube1"; // Result: Unknown //

Note that, for whatever reason, Maya only shows the result for the last whatIs in the script… I think this is a 
bug.

Command Flow
MEL has all the basic command flow features: if/else (including the shorthand ternary operator “?”), for, while, 
switch/case, do/while, for/in, continue and break. Additionally, MEL provides a rather crude form of exception-
handling with the catch command. As in C-like languages, blocks of code are separated by curly braces ( “{“ 
and “}” ).

Command flow uses all the ordinary comparison operators:

Equality

Greater Than

Less Than

Greater Than or Equal To

Less Than or Equal To

Not Equal

a == b

a > b

a < b

a >= b

a <= b

a != b

There’s a code example on the next page.



int $false = 0;
int $true  = 1;
int $ternary = ($true == $false) ? 1 : 0;
print $ternary; print "\n";
if ($true){
    print "This will print\n";
}
if (!$true){
    print "This will not print\n";
}
if ($false){
    print "Neither will this print\n";
}

print "This will print 9 times:\n";
for ($i = 0; $i<10; $i++){
    print "This is "; print $i; print "\n";
}

string $cats[] = {"Calico", "Siamese", "Tabby", "Feral", "Bengal", "Abyssinian", 
“Shorthair”, “Manx”};

for ($cat in $cats){
    print "This is a "; print $cat; print " cat.\n";
    if ($cat == "Feral") {
        continue; // don’t print the feral cat
    }
    else if ($cat == "Calico") {
        print "This cute kitty is female\n";
    }
    else if ($cat == "Bengal"){
        break; // don't print anymore cats.
    }
}
int $j = 0;
while ($j<10){
    print $j; print "\n";
    $j++;
}

while ($j<10){
    print "This will not print\n";
}

do{
    print "This will only print once\n";
} while ($j < 10); //notice the semicolon

if ( catch(`parent pCube1 pCube2`) ) {
    print "There has been an error\n";
}
print "the script will keep going anyway\n";



The output:

0
This will print
This will print 9 times:
This is 0
This is 1
This is 2
This is 3
This is 4
This is 5
This is 6
This is 7
This is 8
This is 9
This is a Calico cat.
This cute kitty is also a female
This is a Siamese cat.
This is a Tabby cat.
This is a Feral cat.
This is a Bengal cat.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
This will only print once
// Error: line 52: No object matches name: pCube1 // 
There has been an error
the script will keep going anyway



Procedures
Finally, MEL scripts can define procedures (equivalent to functions, or subroutines). Recall from the previous 
example:

proc int pop(int $input[]) {
    int $returnMe = $input[`size $input` - 1];
    int $output[];
    for ($i = 0; $i < `size $input` - 1; $i++){
        $output[$i] = $input[$i];
    }
    $input = $output;
    return $returnMe;
}

Here, the proc keyword is used to declare a procedure. Then, the return value is specified, followed by the 
name of the procedure pop. Then, in parenthesis, the arguments to the procedure in type/name pairs. Finally, 
inside the curly braces, the code of the procedure. Call the procedure by:

pop($example);

Procedures are small blocks of code that can be re-used many times. Consider using a procedure anytime you 
find yourself copying and pasting several lines of code at a time. Procedures have the advantage of keeping a 
section of code in local scope. This means that its variables are not visible anywhere else in Maya. Ordinarily, a 
script’s variables are declared in global scope, which means that they are visible everywhere and remain in 
scope even after the script has finished. It’s extremely annoying to use the script editor for writing scripts, only 
to realize you’ve used the wrong type for a variable. You can try to change the type, and you’ll see this:

// Error: Line 1.10: Invalid redeclaration of variable "$foo" as a different type. 

How annoying! You have to re-start Maya to clear the variable. Procedures are a great way to avoid this 
problem, because only the procedure’s name will stay in scope after it the script is run. This does mean, 
however, that changing the definition of the procedure will throw an error- you may still have to restart Maya 
if you use a lot of procedures. Here’s the method I use to get around this annoyance:

proc dummy(){
    //write the code you want to work on
}

dummy(); // call the procedure

That’s about all there is to say about MEL’s syntax- the information I’ve presented here was compiled from 
official help documents, online forums, and personal experience. All-in-all, MEL is a very small language and 
doesn’t have very many features. Commands are what make MEL what it is, and it isn’t reasonable to try to 
remember all of them – just use the script editor to find commands and look them up in the command 
reference. However, for convenience, I’ve included an appendix of the most important MEL commands that 
you should know.



Why you should always use MEL
If it’s so complicated,  frustrating, and difficult, why would anyone bother to learn to write MEL? I’ve stated 
already that everything in Maya is MEL. So learning MEL is actually just learning Maya. Think about it this way: 
if you were to open a business in Germany, wouldn’t you learn German? So if you hope to receive a salary 
using a software, you should learn to speak to the computer in its own language. If you use a tool to earn your 
living, you should learn everything you can about how it works and how to use it. 

Maya is an extremely complicated, even convoluted software. Over the course of its history, it’s been passed 
around between corporations before settling with Autodesk. In turn, Autodesk has bought out other softwares 
and promptly duck-taped them to Maya. Features have been added as plugins that became tightly interwoven. 
20 years of release deadlines have left countless branches of compatibility code that needs to be maintained. 
The dependency graph has expanded to manage the relationship of every permutation of nodes. Maya is 
extremely complicated, even convoluted, so it’s important to understand exactly how it works, because it can 
throw you for a loop at any step.

In a production environment, there are no breaks- deadlines simply can’t be pushed back. Any time saved is 
time gained. Writing scripts saves time, because it uses the computer to do what computers do best – precise, 
repetitive tasks – while leaving the human to do what humans do best-- make intelligent decisions. The artist 
that can code works with the computer. The artist that can’t code merely uses it. Knowing MEL is especially 
important for technical artists, that have to figure out how to do things that have never been done before. If 
your job is to solve problems, you’re giving yourself a disadvantage if you don’t have all of your problem-
solving tools available.

“Why should I learn MEL?” is actually the wrong question. “Can I afford not to?” is the question you should be 
asking. The computer graphics industry is becoming more and more competitive. Software  and training is 
becoming more and more accessible. The number of applicants is increasing, thus the talent threshold is also 
rising. Learning to code could be the edge you need to get the job you want. It may be the extra skill you need 
to stay on the job after the rest of your department is laid off. More than that- it could be the key to achieving 
your artistic ambitions. If you want to produce great art, don’t accept less from yourself. Take full control over 
your tools.



Why you should never use MEL
Hopefully I’ve succeeded in convincing you to learn MEL. But actually, I’ve lied to you. MEL sucks. It’s the worst 
language ever designed. The only situation in which you can ever use it is in Maya. It costs hours of frustration, 
handfuls and handfuls of pulled-out hair, and pounds of lozenges to soothe your throat, after you make 
yourself hoarse from cursing. It’s got more exceptions than rules. Its only consistent feature is its lack of 
consistency. And if that weren’t bad enough, it’s missing basic programming features. MEL’s error handling can 
only tell that there’s been an error-- not what the error was. There’s no classes, no libraries or modules, no 
sets, dictionaries or deques. 

One of the most annoying features of MEL is the fact that it uses strings to identify objects and their attributes. 
I don’t know about you, but when I see this:

select $pCube1 + “.vtx[“ + $i + “]”;

I feel compelled to invent new curse words.

This wouldn’t be so insanely irritating if MEL had decent tools for manipulating strings. But aside from 
cumbersome match commands, the MEL programmer has no choice but to concatenate strings together one 
by one.

So why have I wasted your time with 20 pages of useless drivel? And what’s the point of having a scripting 
language if it’s too awful to even use?

The point of learning MEL isn’t to use MEL at all. The purpose of learning MEL is actually to use Python. Maya 
has a Python API that calls MEL functions. Because Python is used to call MEL commands, you can’t get away 
from learning MEL. No matter what you do, Maya and MEL are too tightly entwined to unravel them. But 
because MEL can be called from Python, the Maya user can leverage Python to create fast, efficient, error-free 
scripts at a rapid pace.

Python is strong in all the ways MEL is weak. It’s used throughout the industry and beyond. It has a history of 
continual development, led by a single, visionary designer. It can implement many programming paradigms, 
including object-oriented programming and (extremely) structured programming. Python has an expansive 
standard library that removes all the tedium from common programming tasks. There are specially-designed 
lists for every situation, math utilities for every problem, and even an entire set of tools for searching and 
editing strings. Python’s dynamic typing cures the need to restart Maya whenever you re-define a variable. It’s 
robust error-handling means that a program can be responsive to any kind of unexpected situation. Python can
even be extended with modules, such as the excellent NumPy module that can perform math on n-dimensional
arrays at lightning speed.

The trouble is, because Maya’s Python API is merely a wrapper around MEL, it results in extremely ugly Python.
It’s not really possible to write Pythonic code when all of its functions have had MEL commands jammed into 
them in the most unnatural way. The two languages are just too different to create an elegant pairing. Even 
with Python’s greatly improved string features, there’s still the problem of having to construct long, arbitrary 
strings to address nodes and attributes. It isn’t a silver bullet.

It’s not wise to start writing Python with Maya for precisely this reason (too different from standard Python), 
nor is it wise for an experienced Python programmer to think he or she can bypass MEL entirely and just use 
Python. You have to learn MEL so you can understand its relationship with Python. You have to learn MEL so 
you can quit using it.





Appendix: Common MEL Commands
addAttr: This command adds an attribute to the target node. Often used for adding custom animation curves
for an animator or creating “variables” in a node network for customizing its behavior. Also used for storing 
data.

getAttr: This command returns the value of a node’s readable attribute. Note that it only works for the 
types that are built in to MEL, so sometimes you simply can’t access a node’s data from MEL. The right thing to 
do in this case is use node connections to do things instead of trying to get and assign them directly.

setAttr: This command sets the value of a writable attribute.

connectAttr: This command connects one readable attribute’s output to a writable attribute’s input- it is 
the same thing as creating a connection in the node editor.

select: This command manages selection.

move: This is the command for translating an object.

rotate: This is the command for rotating an object.

scale: This is the command for scaling an object.

xform: Xform is a shortened form of “transform” (You’ll see this in a lot of sotwares). This command can do 
anything that move, rotate, or scale can, and it can do a lot more by manipulating an object’s transform 
values directly. It also gives you access to transform matrices for use in calculations.

parent: This command manages parenting between DAG objects. Note that this command is highly prone to 
throwing errors. There will be an error if an object is already parented. This command can also sometimes add 
intermediate transform nodes (if an object has non-uniform scale) or rename objects (if an object with the 
same name exists under the parent already). Be careful when using this command.

joint: This command manages joints and can be used to create, query, and edit them.

rename: This command is used to change the name of a node (setAttr will not work.) When using this 
command, it is very important to change the variable that tracked the node by its old name. Otherwise, you’ll 
have the name of an object that no longer exists.

listRelatives: This command is used for querying the parent hierarchy of a DAG object. It can also return 
shape nodes that are connected to a transform node. You should ALWAYS use this command to get a transform
node’s shape; simply guessing at the shape’s name by adding the word “Shape” to the end of the transform 
node’s name will work most of the time, but you can’t count on that. You don’t know that things are named 
well. Don’t assume.

listConnections: This command finds any and all nodes that are connected to the current node. It can 
also find which attributes have connections.

isConnected: This command checks if an attribute is connected to another attribute.



ls: this command lists the nodes in the scene. It can be used to list every node, or only nodes of a specific 
type, or only selected nodes, etc. .

whatIs: This command tests if a given string refers to a variable, MEL keyword, or procedure. It will not tell 
you the type of a node.

nodeType: This command will return the type of a given node.

createNode: This command is used to create a node of a given type. Sometimes, it doesn’t really work and 
you’ll have to use shadingNode.

shadingNode: This command is used to create nodes that don’t behave well when trying to create them 
with createNode. Ignore the name, this command has nothing to do with shading.

makeIdentity: This command can be used to freeze a DAG object’s transformations.

catch: This command is used for exception-handling, returning true when there is an error. It will print the 
ordinary error message without terminating the script’s execution.

catchQuiet: This command is used for exception handling, returning true when there is an error. It will not 
terminate the script’s execution, and it will not print any errors, either.

error: This command will explicitly raise an error and terminate the script’s execution.

warning: This command will print a warning without terminating the script’s execution.

gmatch: This command uses glob pattern-matching to compare strings.

Math functions:
If you need an explanation of what these do, you shouldn’t be using them!

abs: absolute value

ceil: ceiling function (rounds upward to the next integer)

clamp: clamps a value between a minimum and maximum range; if the value is less than the minimum, it will 
be set equal to the minimum. If it is greater than the maximum, it will be set equal to the maximum. 
Otherwise, it is left alone.

floor: Floor function (rounds down to the nearest integer)

max: returns the greater of two values

min: returns the lesser of two values

sign: returns the sign of a given value (-1 for negative, 0 for 0, and 1 for positive).

log: Logarithm

pow: Power



sqrt: Square Root

cos: cosine

hypot: hypotenuse

sin: sine

tan: tangent

cross: Cross Product (of two vectors)

dot: Dot Product (of two vectors)

mag: Magnitude of a vector. This is equivalent to the square root of the dot product of the vector with itself.



Glossary
MEL: Maya Embedded Language, the scripting language that Maya’s graphical user interface is built around.

Echo: Maya echoes commands as they are run by printing the text of the command into the console. In shell 
scripts, “echo” is the same as “print.”

Macro: A macro is a pre-recorded set of commands that can be played back.

UNIX: UNIX is a family of computer operating systems that share some core features. Linux operating systems, 
such as Ubuntu and RedHat, are UNIX systems, as are MacOS systems. BSD and Solaris operating systems are 
also UNIX.

GNU Bash: This is the most popular shell for UNIX operating systems- widely used on Linux and Mac systems. 
GNU is a collection of Free software. “Bash” stands for “Bourne-Again SHell” which is a pun on the name of an 
earlier, proprietary shell called Bourne Shell.

Shell: A shell, also called a command line, is an application that uses a simple, user-friendly language to interact
directly with a computer’s operating system. It can run programs, manage files, automate tasks, and anything 
else a computer can do. The most common shell in Linux and MacOS is Bash, although in the most recent 
MacOS the default has changed to Zsh. Windows uses cmd.exe and PowerShell. There are many more shells 
beside, and many of them are compatible with each other.

shell script: A shell script is a script written in a shell’s command language that can be re-used to automate a 
task. For example, one might use a shell script to unzip every archive in a given folder, or add every item in a 
folder to a new archive.

Command: A command is a “mini-program” in MEL. Commands are extremely diverse and dynamic. A 
command may perform tasks, process data and/or return values. It may have flags that modify its behavior, 
and/or take arguments. It may act on a Maya node or other data. Some commands have different modes that 
further modify their behavior: enable them with the mode flags.

side-effects: A “side-effect” in a function is when a function modifies the data of a variable that was declared 
outside of the function. A function with a side-effect may not be idempotent (running it multiple times may 
produce different results). A function does not have side-effects if it takes an argument and returns a value 
without modifying any data.

Node: A node in Maya is the smallest independent unit of functionality. It has its own attributes, is known by its
own name, and has a unique identity. A node may do any number of different things, but the most common 
nodes are transform nodes, which manage spatial transformations, and shape nodes, which hold geometric 
data and display it to Maya’s viewport. Users can add new kinds of nodes with Maya’s C++ API. Nodes’ 
attributes may be connected to one another to “drive” each other’s values. The connections between many 
nodes are called “node networks” and are responsible for the complex behaviors of a Maya scene. Nodes may 
be of two general categories: DAG nodes, which can inherit and pass on transform matrices, and non-DAG 
nodes which do not have transform information.

SGI IRIX system: Before personal computers were powerful enough to create and display 3D graphics, Silicon 
Graphics, Inc. was the leading provider of dedicated computer graphics hardware. “IRIX” is the variety of the 
UNIX operating system specially developed for SGI computers. Maya originally ran on IRIX computers.



imperative programming language: An imperative programming language presents everything as a series of 
commands. MEL is an imperative language.

Object-oriented programming language: Object oriented programming (OOP) languages conceptualize data as 
“objects” with unique properties. Although MEL is NOT object-oriented, it is important for the MEL 
programmer to understand the basics of OOP, because MEL interacts with Maya’s C++ core. C++ was one of the
earliest and most influential OOP languages. Python is capable of object-oriented programming.

Expression: An expression is a single line of code that can be evaluated to a specific value by the computer. For 
example, the expression 4 + 8 evaluates to 12. The expression print “cats” evaluates to “cats”.

Keyword: A keyword is a word that is reserved for use by the programming language only; Some MEL keywords
are: for, else, break, and while. There are many more keywords. They will usually be highlighted in green
in Maya’s script editor.

Variable: A variable is a re-usable “package” of data with a unique name. The data inside the package can be 
changed, as long as the type of package remains the same- so an int variable could equal 3 or 5 or 199, but it
could never equal “fishes” because “fishes” is not an int.

command flow: Command flow (also called control flow) refers to the keywords that are used to control the 
execution of expressions in a script. Keywords, such as if, for, or break (to name a few), create conditions, 
loops, and jumping-points in code. When a programming language makes extensive use of control flow, it is 
called a structured programming language.

Procedure: A procedure is a re-usable set of MEL expressions that may take arguments and return data. 
Procedures are useful for controlling the scope of a variable—if a variable is declared inside of a procedure, it is
in the procedure’s local scope and will not be visible outside of the procedure.

Flag: A flag is a modifier to a command that alters its behavior. Flags are preceded by dash characters, and may 
have short names. For example, when using the select command, the -relative flag can also be written 
as -r. Some flags take arguments, which are provided immediately after declaring the flag and before the next 
flag declaration or command argument declaration.

Argument: An argument is a value that is “given” to a flag, command or procedure for the flag, command, or 
procedure to rear and use. In some languages, such as MEL, arguments are passed “by reference” which means
that they can be modified in the function block. Other languages pass arguments “by value”, which means that 
a copy is made before the function code receives it, and the original value cannot be modified. Low-level 
languages such as C or C++ give the programmer a choice about how to pass arguments.

modes (command): Command modes are defined by the -edit or -query flags. When a command is in edit 
mode, it is used to edit the attributes of Maya nodes. When it is in query mode, it reports the values of 
different attributes. If no mode flag is specified, a command is in create mode, and is used for creating new 
nodes or attributes. It’s worth noting that a command may return data regardless of the mode it is in; however 
the mode may affect the type of data that is returned, or cause data to be returned when it otherwise 
wouldn’t.

syntactic sugar: Syntactic sugar is an element of a programming language that exists solely for the purpose of 
its appearance as code. Syntactic sugar is something programmers use to make themselves feel clever! 
Sometimes it can make code much easier to read.



statically-typed: A language is statically typed if its functions and variables must remain the same type as they 
were when initialized.

Escape: An escape is a special way of writing characters that otherwise might have special meaning in a 
programming language. For example, the quotation mark " is a symbol that tells the programming language 
that a string is being opened or closed. So how do you write quotation marks within a string? In order to do 
that, the escape character \" must be used. When a character is escaped, the programming language knows 
not to use it as a symbol, but as the character itself. Common escapes include \n for new line, \\ for the 
backslash character, \? for the question mark character, \r for carriage return, and \t for tab.

glob pattern matching: Glob pattern matching is a system of string-comparison that uses wildcard characters 
to represent something that may or may not be in a string. You’ve used glob pattern matching if you’ve ever 
used an asterisk character in a search engine to represent a part of the search keyword that you aren’t certain 
of.

Python: Python is a high-level, multi-paradigm programming language. It’s the most popular language in the 
computer graphics industry. In fact, every major 3D suite has a Python API, as well as several other 
applications. Some programs that use Python are Maya, Nuke, KRITA, Blender, Modo, and 3DSMax. Python is 
installed by default on Linux and MacOS computers, and can be downloaded and installed on Windows by the 
administrator. It’s very important to know which version of Python you’re using: Python has two distinct 
dialects that are both widely used: Python 2.7x and Python 3.x. Maya uses Python 2.7x. Some applications, 
such as Blender, use Python 3.x. Code that is written in one version of Python may not run in the other version, 
but they are mostly compatible. Python 3.x has new features that are not available in Python 2.7x, but it has 
slightly altered syntax in a few important areas.

exception-handling: Exception-handling or error-handling refers to the process of checking for errors and 
deciding what to do when they are detected. It’s impossible to write perfect, bug free code under the best 
circumstances. Exception-handling is an essential skill in a programmer’s toolbelt. Checking for errors and 
choosing a particular branch of code based on the error is sometimes a faster and more elegant way of solving 
programming problems than trying to avoid errors in the first place.

Scope: Scope refers to the part of a program’s command-flow structure in which a variable is “visible”. 
Variables may be in local scope to a particular block of code, which means that they are not defined outside of 
this block. Variables may also be in global scope, and visible everywhere in the program.

local scope: A variable in local scope is only visible to the code block that it is declared in.

global scope: A variable in global scope is visible everywhere in the software.
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